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Introduction
I am just a regular guy who grew up in a very poor family,

and faced many difficulties in my life, with full strength.

I found that each moment in your life is to teach yourself,

it is to add an additional piece of experience

in you which can be useful. The matter is only that how you see and

take those experiences and get benefit from them.



There are few golden rules of life which you can simply follow, and become 

a master of your life as mentioned; those rules are so simple that you can 

adapt them so naturally. You will also know the simple reasons why you are 

not adapting them. The journey of this book will show you, how a little effort 

or a small step can lead you to your biggest success, which you cannot even 

imagine, I have also taken this opportunity to mention a part of my life which 

brought me to the position of a respectable man from the very low category. 

As I have personally gone through all the stages of life. I will disclose all those 

small steps which had totally turned my life around. Same as all other this book 

is also available for everyone but still I am going to list and categorize those 

who deserve it and who can get benefit from it, by adapting it. Those are the 

following. 

“If you were born in a poor family”   

“If you could not afford to get education” 

“If you have always been a victim of anxiety” 

“If you have never ever felt financial security”

“If you have always been neglected“

“If you have always felt that you are a loser“

“If you think that you do not deserve to live“

“If you are left out alone“

“If you can not keep friendship” 

“If you are being cheated from those whom you love more than anything” 

“If you are hard working and honest but still unappreciated“ 

“If you are so sincere but still doubted“ 

“If you are so religious but still not blessed“

“If you are nobody, but want to be somebody“

“If you always encounter failure“

“If your efforts have no results“
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I would like to thank you for taking decision to continue the journey,

This is an important decision of your life because you do not know what impact 

a book can put, in your life. In fact, this is the result of that impact which many 

books have put, on my life. I respect and thank all of my mentors, especially: Mr. 

Peter Pan (A young entrepreneur), Mr. Les Brown (Great Motivator), Mr. Wallace 

wattles (Great author), from bottom of my heart. I have been so lucky to have 

a golden chance in my life to interact and learn from their works. It seems they 

have been always with me to support me in my growth.

In the same way, I would make sure from my part to put everything in this book 

to inspire you, and support you.

Thank you

Adel Aasher
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Chapter 1 (You as a Creation)
 
First of all just, smile, take a deep breath and thank God that you are a living 
creature. In fact, present in this moment a live human being. Isn’t it an awesome 
fact? Because if you go to the details of this current moment you will feel that 
you are legally allowed to access this book and permitted to read it or listen to it.

If you go into further detail then you will realize that you are able to afford it,  
download  it, buy it as a hard copy borrow it or referred by someone or Presented 
by someone with this book?

At this time you might be blessed with the computer, phone, tab or any other 
electronic devices, and an internet connection, either at your home, office, 
outdoor or anywhere. Just think about that time when all above mentioned 
facilities were impossible or think about those who even are not able to have 
all the above facilities at this moment? Just think about them who can’t even 
see, listen or feel this book. Think about  them who can see but still can’t read 
this book.

Think about them who can hear but can’t listen or understand this book. Think 
about them who have all above mentioned skills but can’t afford it. So what I am 
trying to say here?

I am not trying to make you feel that this book is so important for you, or in 
other words, I am not trying to advertise it. Actually, I am trying to make you feel 
that, You are so lucky, you are so awesome, you are so great, you are so blessed, 
you are complete or about to be, and it is just in your mind that you need to 
accept it. The Creator had created your brain, in such way that we always are 
uncompleted, there is the reason for it which I will be sharing with you in next 
chapters. You will agree with me that we are never satisfied, with our color, with 
our height, with our hair, with our sound in fact with our whole body. We are not 
satisfied with our relationship, with our current lifestyle, with our current career, 
with our current condition, with our current country we live in, with our current 
house we live in, with our current school, college, university or any institute, we 
get to study in. We are unsatisfied with any transport use to travel. If we do not 
have the bicycle we are so eager to get one, but after getting it we see those 
who have the motorbike, then the list of desire goes to cars of various brands 
then to private jets. But unfortunately, there is no end at all. So where is the 
satisfaction? Why are we like this?
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Can we say that God is the one behind all of this, obviously many of us believe 
that whatever happens it is the will of God?

The whole system of the world or universe is designed and operated by him? 
In fact, many of us say that we are born and grown up as God wanted us to be. 
So what about  them who are killers, rapists, robbers or all who are  associated  
with any kind of crime? Can we say that they have been permitted by God to 
continue the crime they are doing? 

The answer is my friends NO. This is all human minds that find justifications and 
somehow relate it to his actions. Let me go to the further detail and convince 
you that this is us who created all these miseries in our lives. The creator has 
nothing to do with this.  It means you have already become your creator but 
you do not realize it. If few of you have already realized it, but still do not want to 
accept it, because you like to push it all to God. And wash your hands clean from 
all responsibilities. My question is, until when will you be doing this?

Following are the reasons which will make you understand that you are 
responsible for all miseries you are currently facing. Not the God. Let’s start 
straight away from an important part of the human life, at this time and that is 
money. Reason No 1 Money 

First of all, you will think that I am a fool who is going to mention that God did 
not make money, but this is a real fact that God did not make money because 
a designed paper of certain value is called money, which has been made by 
a human. Now just think as an open minded person and realize that how big 
creator you have become, this is your creation, that had a really great impact 
on human life. In fact, it is associated with your life, death, birth, skin, body, 
relationship, self-image. In fact, all of your day after day activities are related 
to this subject. There is not a single act that you can be separated from money 
right?

So your creation has become so powerful that because of it you decide who to 
keep and who to kill who not to kill, who to respect and who to disrespect, who 
to love who to hate, who to select who to reject, who to give birth who to abort 
before birth. You cannot deny that above is not associated with your creation 
which is money right?  

But wait a minute you also strongly say that only God is authorized for all that I 
have mentioned?
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Yes, it should be, because almost all above mentioned is related to universe 
right? What a twist...

So now we are in this situation where we both agree that above all is in the 
control of only God, but at the same time we are fully in our control too, therefore 
to clarify it further lets continue until we understand and come to conclusion 
that it is us, not God, because our creator has no chance of mistake and sin, 
but we do. The discussion will be continued in another chapter. As of now let’s 
end this chapter with this understanding that you must be thankful for what 
you have at the moment. It is great that you are born on planet earth, if you 
are fully normal human being then should be more happy and thankful to God. 
If you are abnormal due to any reason still you should be happy, that you are 
born and there is a long journey ahead of you. If you start feeling good about 
yourself, if you start respecting yourself, If you start liking yourself, If you start 
loving  yourself, If you start honoring yourself, If you start praising yourself. Trust 
me your like will be changed and this is not a joke, what I am stating here, do you 
want to know it? 

This is what Mother Nature wants from you and this is the way it works in you. 
After a lot of research, the human being had found scientifically, that this is in 
your control. This is something related to your brain, your soul, your mind, your 
feelings, and your emotions.

Few had named it Law Of Attraction“ that is the natural law which human 
being can use to attract whatever he wants, if he thinks negative about him he 
attracts negativity and the same way he attracts positive if he thinks positive. 
I have personally experienced this and I can assure you that it works. Hence I 
would request you to please accept yourself as you are, as the way you born, 
rich, poor or whatever. It has nothing to do with you.
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Chapter 2 (You’re Growth)

There is a lot of studies about  human growth and many had stated that it is so 
important that  how and where you grow from, your Childhood, to your adult 
age. And is true to that this is really an important period of the life what really 
works as a foundation of your life. In this period of life, you have the maximum 
capacity to observe your surroundings and adapt them which almost would 
stay with you forever. So at one side it is so important for us humans to take 
care of it and give the best environment to our children, but on other hand let’s 
say if it is not possible due to any reason?

Or like many in this world you have gone through the worst experience in this 
period of your life? So would you say that it is natural to be worst as per the 
experience you got?

Would you adapt the same and pass it to your generation? Is it in your control 
or not?
I won’t answer, this is open for your views. What I can say is that my Childhood 
had been the worst where I have been physically and mentally tortured to the 
worst scenario.

But today I am able to write this piece of advice for you sitting in a spacious 
house, equipped with all facilities, in the top expensive  place in the world. 
Having said that you might find my English literature poor but this all, is self-
made, I haven’t got the chance to go to any institute but I am able to work in 
the category of senior management level, where my journey to further growth 
is still continue. 

The dark part I mentioned to you, about the mental torture of my childhood, 
what I can say is that now I am able to provide the jobs to them promote them, 
help them to support their families who had treated me badly in my childhood 
as mentioned earlier.

I did not mention this to praise myself but to convince you that this is in our 
control  to create and accept the changes as I have done and surely many other 
have been the same example as well. So here is my request to you please don’t, 
think where you came from. It is all in your control what you are going to be, so 
be whatever you want to be or what you’re supposed to be.

Good luck...
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Chapter 3 (Your belief system)

You will be surprised when you will know, how belief, system works. It is not just 
a guess work or something to doubt on. Even science has done good analysis 
on our belief systems and it has been found realistic. But belief system is not 
limited to any particular religion or a particular type of people. It is open for all 
human being because the human brain has the capacity to use, and make their 
belief system real.

The creator had created, our brain in such a way that when you believe anything 
from your heart, mind, soul and mix your real emotions into it, then the law of 
nature will be activated to make it true for you. 

In other words, you can manifest anything you want, it is not something new or 
something different on what I am saying here. This is what creator had created 
us because he is the one and only perfect, full of wisdom, he had programmed 
the universe in such a detail that everything is connected with each other, and  
everything happens automatically as it has been programmed. 

Am I sure you don’t need further explanation from me on this topic? Hence I 
would stick to my point that the creator is the great organizer, he had organized 
our brain to manifest whatever we  desire. So far you’re convinced that God 
had preset certain laws in a universe which will never change or will change 
because of  interlinked the same way our belief system will keep working in our 
life forever. 

It is a different story on what is our belief depending on which part of the world 
we are located but the process of the belief system is same. If we use this 
power in good ways, we get to benefit from it and also we get distraction if we 
use it in negative ways. This is the reason that you will find many beliefs are so 
concerned about any living things on planet earth.

They cannot harm even an ant, but on other hands, you will find  human even 
eating humans in the worst scenario. I am sure that you don’t need references 
from me on cannibalism? Because media these days is so open with the 
information from all over the world. 
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So far you’re convinced that God had preset certain  laws in the universe which 
will never change or will change because of interlinked the same way our belief 
system will keep working in our life forever. It is a different story on what is our 
belief  depending on which part of the world we are located but the  process of 
the belief system is same.

If we use this power in a good way we get to benefit from it and also we get 
distraction if we use it  in negative ways. This is the reason that you will find many 
beliefs so concerned about to any living thing on planet earth. They  cannot 
harm even an ant, but on other hands, you will find human  even eating human’s 
flesh in the worst scenario. I am sure that you  don’t need references from me 
on cannibalism because media  these days is so open with the information 
from all over the world.Because I have seen many different cases of violation of 
these  man mad laws and the reaction upon the violation too.

I would like to share few interesting stories in this regard which are actually   true 
I am sure that you will like them. When I was a child I have  been listing always 
from my Grand ma that our family is not allowed to wear a black dress which 
was being followed strictly by everyone in our family, I haven’t seen my mother 
still in the black dress.

But one day many years ago my grandma and my aunt had to  travel with a 
very short notice as short that they didn’t have time prepare themselves. So 
in this emergency situation  before getting ready they opened the wardrobe 
and found nothing to wear on,  having no option they found that someone had 
gifted them  dresses but those were kept fully pack because of their color which 
was black, unfortunately. Considering that emergency situation and necessary 
to travel without wasting further time they planned to violate the law of their 
belief which has not been  broken till now and they wore those black dress and 
started their  journey.

The same information has been circulated to other family member’s too and 
a few hours later I came to know from my mom about the bad news and that 
was about their accident what they had during their travel, both of them were 
injured badly and we had to rush to the hospital instead of their warm welcome.  
Another similar story is something like this that my neighbor has been blessed 
with cattle farm they were engaged in multiple  farming which was giving them 
good source of money, I had  heard from them that they are not allowed to give 
on one out of  their family the milk of their cows in certain days after the delivery 
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which was never broken by anyone at any cost.

But one day we had a  visitor  from abroad who visited our village and he had  
deep desire to drink that because it has a unique taste for your  information. 
Someone can buy milk any time from anyone but that particular milk should be 
exactly after a cow delivers baby which  is uncommon. The desire of this visitor 
has been highlighted to  my neighbor by someone with a lot of requests to fulfill 
which was  really A difficult task for my neighbor and his family, considering  this 
an unusual situation he had decided and broke the law, which means that he 
had given the milk for the visitor. Which has been accounted a favor and visitor 
had fulfilled his desire by drinking it.

But guess what at the same day the cow died, and you know what reason could 
have been mentioned about it. So what did we learn from above stories? There 
are many stories related to this  subject  which I had personally witnessed.  If 
we go to religious.  Books we won’t find such laws, then where these laws have  
come from?

Why are these laws so strong without any spiritual  guidance? The answer 
is the same that it is created by us, manifested by us using the law of nature 
which is fixed in our  body. My grandma and family had manifested already that  
something will happen because of breaking the law it was a strong thought 
process by multiple sources filled with full of  emotions, having no doubt on 
something going wrong so they  had it wrong same as they wanted, same as 
they expected, same as they feared from.

Same way my neighbor had manifested this  loss while giving the milk to a 
stranger, the thought process had  led them to similar actions which became 
the reason of their manifestation. So by telling these true example I can continue 
my debate that this belief was not told by God but fully made by humans, and 
I have mentioned in detail that how those believe  work, now It is time to say 
that please take care of your thoughts, your beliefs about you, about your 
success, about your health, about yourself image, about your capacity, about 
your strength.

I would say please don’t underestimate yourself doesn’t matter  what is your 
past just accept and know that you have unlimited  power with no barriers and 
boundaries, the block is only in your  mind,  it takes little effort to break it and 
experience that unlimited power which creator had given to you.
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Through my experience,  I can give a good example of underestimating our 
power.

I have seen a horse in the stable, even though he has much more capable of 
jumping or breaking it but he stays inside the wooden boundary because he 
had accepted it that this is his limit he will only jump when it is on racing track. 
A similar condition I have seen with an elephant who is biggest among the living 
creatures on planet  earth at this time, he has unlimited power but he will be tied 
with  one chain and just a small boundary, why?

Because he had drawn a boundary, a limit in his own mind. The proof of this you 
can  see when he is out of his mind when he breaks all the boundaries of his mind 
and demonstrates the real power which is hidden . So please don’t be like those 
horses and elephants just  sit back and break all the boundaries of your mind 
and wake up, stand up and start utilizing the hidden power which gives it to  you 
to use it. Nothing is impossible nothing is related to your past,your family, your 
education, your skin, your look your country, it is just related to your thoughts, 
create good thoughts and those thoughts will lead you to certain actions and 
those actions will lead you to incredible results just start and experience them 
yourself

Good luck.
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Chapter 4 (Your education)

This is the most interesting topic because it has a great impact on my life and 
what I can say that not only on my life, in fact, many of us have bright or dark 
memories related to this topic. So let’s first know that what an education is. 
Many had defined in their ways so no especial definition should be given. As you 
know education means is to know what you do not know.

Unfortunately these days it is limited to certain subject’s fields etc, but it is not 
as it is being followed now. It is about each and everything you don’t know and 
you will surprise that you have not thought any time that what you don’t know. 
You might be so educated in a particular field but you might be able to know 
many common things because at this time human has become a follower of 
systems, machines, and limitations that he is living in boundaries. He knows 
that he should be only concentrating on the books or subjects he has been 
given because this is the only reason in his life, his aim is to only study, get good 
marks and show that degree to get a job.

But later he might fail in his career then suffer and die if he is of a soft heart. 
What is the use of this kind of education then? These days the education has 
become a trend, a business and a brand which is corrupted. You look for the 
documents and just pay for it and more painful is that this has been approved 
or accepted by our higher authorities, education has become a trademark. I 
have seen many educated who have been educated based only books and I 
have seen them suffering in their life.

I am not against the education or any particular organization, I just want you 
to know the meaning of real education and that is to educate to your brain, 
your body, your soul to know about yourself as human being, a living creature 
on planet earth, the reason of your life, your behavior, the way of living, and 
most important is to learn how to survive? And that include everything how you 
can protect yourself? Mentally, physically, spiritually and most important are 
financial.

What to do what not do, what to say what not to say, right action on right time, 
identify your hidden talent and explore it. In short, there are so many things to 
include in education. So actually I want to say that surely get a good education, 
become the master of anything in which you are good at, but don’t limit yourself.  
You are unlimited, you have been granted with unexplored power. 
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There are so many techniques to learn which nature has given to you already. 
Those techniques can give you all the benefits you want in your life it is so easy, 
so affordable  but the hard work you need to do is to change your thoughts, to 
accept this fact that you are amazing creature, you need the courage to break 
the boundaries of the books you have been given to study.

You need the courage to switch your belief from the given books to yourself 
and explore your inner strength. Just think with your open mind why you get 
the modern education?  Now there are so many sentimental answers to this 
question, like of course education is important to make us human being etc. 

But the reality is that we get an education in hope to have a good job so we can 
afford to live a better life.  Even though few of you will not pretend to disagree 
with my point but this is the reality. If this is only the reason then why are we 
only limited to the education which is being sold to us?

The answer is! that the seller of this education are good business holder they 
had made sure that their issued document in form of a proof of you paying 
money is accepted by other organization, they had set a criteria of attestations, 
accreditation too  so  all of this is interconnected, you have to pay for it so much 
that someone either you or a member of your family must sacrifice to buy that 
document and later on you are should spend your cover that gap, so actually 
their plan does not end on selling you those documents, In fact, it continues to 
hold your capacity in future.

If my above concern makes little sense  to you then please start thinking out 
of the box but please continue the education which is taking right now , my 
request is to you only that be unlimited because you can do a lot more, you are 
a unique one, your one vision can change the whole world.  I will not stretch it 
long but will give you few examples.

Do you know that  Henry ford  was not educated, if he would have asked the 
consumers about what they need is, they probably could have asked him to 
produce faster horses because no one had thought about the motor cars at 
that time, but he thought something  different and changed the history?

Later the motor cars were invented and were being utilized by the consumers 
successfully, he did not rest he thought that he should have more powerful 
engine and asked his engineers to make one, which seems so impossible and 
fool idea to them, they refused him that it is not possible, but he insist them to 
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continue and make one, to keep his words they went back and came back after 
few days with serious approach that Mr. Henry we are engineers and technically 
what you are saying is impossible.

Mr. Henry was now more specific in his decision and he replied them in the 
same approach that go back and make one because he wants a heavy duty 
upgraded engine and this time he added to them that do not worry about your 
salaries, you will be paid same as it is in fact they will be paid more upon the 
completion of their task.

They went back and started working on it and guess what that after a period 
they came with the engine which Mr. Henry wanted. That is the reason that 
today you are able to enjoy the ride of fastest cars. If he had no vision there 
might not be further growth. This is one example which is applicable to many 
facts.So you can see that how an uneducated man had ruled the world and 
he became an example for many similar there are many who had achieved 
success by using their will power which is naturally given to all of us, but the 
problem is that only a few of us make little use of that power, and rest of us just 
live a marathon life.

The second example is about Wright brothers who had invented the airplane. 
There was no concept at that time in human’s mind that it can be ever possible 
that human will fly in the air. The difficult part for was to face their father who 
was a priest the religious faith was very strong and his father had criticized 
them that if God wanted human to fly in Air he could have them wings too, 
hence there is no point that human can fly but they change their thoughts and 
broke the boundaries and believed that if birds can fly then why human can’t?

And you can see that they made it possible so the education is required but to 
expand your capacity not to limit them. If I am able to convince you that you are 
so powerful hence do not limit yourself then please take a moment and think 
out of the box. What is that you want to do extraordinary? What is hidden talent 
in you which you want to explore? What is that idea which you feel is impossible? 
What is that thought which you are hesitating to bring it up because there is no 
concept about it?  

My friends, it is my humble request to you to find out that ambition start working 
on it right now, just do it!
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Chapter 5 (You as yourself)

According to me, this is the most important fact of your life, because it is about 
you! Mostly other facts direct you to something or someone else. But there is 
one thing you will agree there is nothing else with you right? If you are a living 
being then other things around you are connected to you otherwise nothing.
 
Actually it is too important to have self-respect, self-satisfaction, self-
acceptance, and self-confidence, self-control, and love, because this is the way 
actually nature has created us, these are the precious gifts which God have 
given us but unfortunately we have ignored, forgotten and adapted man-made 
gifts, which are all opposite to God’s gifts, those are inferiority complex, anxiety, 
hate, anger, fear, and dissatisfaction, and you are well aware of the fruits of 
these gifts, which are totally opposite to the fruits of God’s gifts. 

The best tool to understand this subject is to know about the education related 
to NLP means Neuro Linguistic Programming. In other words, it is the way we 
communicate with ourselves. Neuro means “of the mind”. Linguistics is the 
study of language. Therefore NLP simply means that you can programme the 
language of your mind, by understanding this you will realize that you have been 
given extraordinary power, same like you boost your machine, or use injection 
to boost the energy, the same way your mind which is the biggest source of 
energy, starts working as per your command you give to it.

If you think that you are feeling down your brain is designed in such way that 
it will immediate display all the reasons of being sick or less energetic, in same 
way if you feel good, energetic and imagine goodness or wellbeing your brain 
starts creating the scene for you and due to chemicals reaction gets place in 
your body you get boost or internal power, the power which is totally free, the 
power which has no side effect, the power which can be shared to other human 
being, yes you can transfer this power to other, you will not get all these benefits 
by with paid injection or drugs, it is only possible with free and natural ways 
which every one of us have received in gift from God. 

It is very to use these powers and get benefits from them, it is only that we have 
forgotten these gifts due to this fast life, So I would like to request you to please 
take a small step and try  to use and get experience, give powerful thoughts to 
your subconscious mind so it can create powerful results in your life.
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Stop thinking about your past and start new and different life right now, you 
are a powerful, great, healthy, lovely, beautiful, rich, honest and mastermind 
person just reading this book. You present now in this moment and this is the 
life changing moment for you the decision is yours you can grab it, live in it or 
lose it. 
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Chapter 6 (Your financial life)

I would like you to support me, just close your eyes and feel about your financial 
life, what do you see?  Depressed, broken with zero bank balance? Or happy full 
of confidence experience that wealth is falling into your laps? You know what? 
I can help you to answer this question, 99% of you will feel depressed, broken 
because somehow you think that you are, but actually you are not, and I will 
convince you by the end of this chapter.  

So let’s understand how you measure your financial condition, is it related to 
the certain thing, object, position, style or amount of money or asset? Or it 
is just a lot of paper money on what you can sit when you sleep? What is a 
financial freedom to you?  There should be some kind of picture in your mind 
to specify that.  

First of all, you must understand that above mentioned all is human made, not 
God made because God has given you everything free of cost to live and enjoy 
on his created planet earth, Example the water, air, vegetation, ground to live, 
trees to shade, mountains to protect further. God made your body disease 
free, stress-free. I know right now there are many questions popping up in your 
mind. I will clarify all of them one by one.

Water: Water as you many will be convinced that it is given us for free, but at 
the same time there is a conflict that we are fully depended on mineral paid 
water for our day to day consumption why is that?  So God has given us free 
water, made the best system to filter and add minerals into it, but due to the 
human choice we had to switch to it, we had polluted it hence we have to clean 
and drink it with a fee. This is still worst if you compare with the free gifted one 
because the plastic you use to store it is poisonous.

You store it into a manmade temperature that is also worst part scientifically, 
apart from that the worst is when water is being mixed with a lot of poison in the 
form of soft drinks you drink in the market, you don’t have control on it because 
you are edited and  forced to buy it subconsciously.

The advertisement you see is just not only a fun you think it is, but it is a great 
plan of mastermind peoples who had controlled you to consume their products. 
When you consume these unnatural products and there is another option ready 
for you to buy and get treatment from the hospitals. Mother Nature doesn’t 
want you to do above all. 
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Food: You must be laughing while reading this that I am writing about the most 
demanded & critical area of human’s life at this time and claiming that it is free? 
Yes, it is. You don’t have to pay for it naturally, that’s why mother earth has a 
system to produce the seeds of all vegetation in an amazing way and bring it 
such a form that you can eat it.

In the same way, that’s the reason that all those species you use as a meat 
has an amazing system to grow and provide you food. There is the amazing 
system they automatically provide you their eggs, milk etc. If you see there is 
no fee required to have all these amazing things.  Why you are paying because 
you have chosen to have paid version and ignored the free version. The lifestyle 
you live in is manmade hence to live in the manmade style you have to pay for 
everything and yet don’t get the quality which Mother Nature want to give you.  

Do you know that all the vegetables and fruits you pay for are produced by using 
an unnatural method, the seed itself is scientifically designed to it grows so fast 
and product should live for the longer period so the consumer can buy it and 
pay it and the product can be avoided to be wasted. Did you notice that fruits 
are so bigger? And buy them keep them for months nothing happens to them 
because all these fruits have been properly protected with the polish coating. 
Which never let them get affected by the environment and that is defiantly an 
unnatural method which is harmful to the health, natural fruits are not made be 
stored for such long period that’s why they get rotten soon. 

Have you noticed that the difference between natural and farmed egg? Natural 
one gets expired in 3 days and farmed one doesn’t, because the natural one is 
produced with the mate of male & female but the farmed one is produced with 
drugs, that helps it to stay longer but harms the health. The same method is 
applicable to the meat you eat, farmed chicken is ready to be slaughtered in 
just 35 days but the natural chicken takes 6 months.  I had personally worked in 
chicken farm and the best explanation I can give is that you gather all the dirt, 
blood, bones and dried parts of dead animals and lot of medicines at one side, 
and another side fresh newly born baby chickens ready for their journey to be 
processed and become poisonous.

After exactly 35 days the whole dirt gets converted to the fatty poisonous and 
kind of sick species that can’t walk, breath, fly at all, that die due in second due 
to heart attack, because of overweight and seller plays lot of games to deliver 
them to you before they die, they use lot of methods like drugs to keep them 
alive for some more time, they feed them alcohol so they consume lot of food 
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which can be included in their weight and charged you, the same food can be 
taken out to feed the next chicken which is ready to serve you. 

So in all above methods, you pay well to get such poisonous food which is 
applicable for kind of meat and vegetation you consume.  So this is paid version 
because free version has been ignored. 

Style of Living: As I mentioned earlier that you are made to be sickness free 
and complete living being. Your body is made to climb the trees, mountains, lie 
down on the ground so your body interact with the ground which observes all 
muscular stress and stretch your bones in such a way that you get a massage in 
a natural way which works as a preventive treatment for all the diseases which 
you have today. So for all above you don’t need to pay for anything. 

But you choose manmade and paid version force you to live in cities which get 
polluted due to population, it gets expensive because of more demand, it gets 
corrupted because of scarcity, it gets unnatural to fulfill the requirements of 
more population, you uses all kind of transportation and stop using your body 
physical which start producing unlimited poisons, those are named by you 
sugar, cholesterol, blood pressure, cancer etc. Then you start paying to the 
doctors apart from all other paid material which includes your all luxurious 
products.   

So above all points show you that how you have preferred to pay and increase 
your expenses and to cover those expenses you have taken loans & credit cards 
which work like an uncured disease. Top of that you compare yourself to other, 
you care what other say about you, you fight with yourself to keep a higher 
status so you can gain some respect. To get that status you start thinking about 
many unpleasant ways, finally, you become corrupted, unsatisfied and poor in 
your own eyes. 

I can understand that above all is difficult to deal with, and now it is not possible 
for you to go back and change the history of human life or separate yourself 
from this mist which has been already created and you have become a part of 
it. To support you I would like to cascade few golden rules which can support 
you financially freedom. One favor I need from you is that read these rules 
properly with an undisturbed mind, don’t just read it for a sack of completion, 
understand and read part by part, evaluate yourself and act upon them to have 
benefited from them. So here you go following are Golden ideas you must adapt. 
Responsibility: Mostly all of us happily take the responsibilities of all the 
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achievements or success what we have achieved, but no one takes the 
responsibilities of failure we have faced in our life. In fact, we push all failures 
to other and to the God, luck etc. So the first thing you need to do is to change 
yourself and start taking responsibility for your failures, if you feel that you are 
financially broken today sit and find out the reason, know the mistake behind 
it with the positive energy and with the confidence that you will learn from that 
mistake and only you have the power to correct it and you can, you will any 
condition without any doubt.  

Positive thinking: You must remove all the negativity from your mind about 
the money in your life, more you feel lack of it more experience in reality. It is 
analyzed scientifically that your subconscious mind gets a message from you 
or from your surrounding and it starts believing on it when that belief gets 
stronger, then your subconscious mind starts working on it and make sure that 
it becomes reality front of you in your life. 

I had a lot of stories to share on this subject but I would prefer my own experience. 
From  my childhood I have never felt that my family is rich, I have seen and 
believe that you need to lot of struggle to have your daily bread, more you work 
more you earn and there is no way that we can be rich because our capacity 
is hard to get our daily bread. Then I have started working and of course I had 
to do extra work always because of my faith of working hard and earning, and 
I was just able to afford daily bread because my faith was that I earn only that 
much which is just enough for the daily bread of my family, nothing else there 
to overspend. 

When I was 16 years old I was known as a hard worker, like some extraordinary 
worker who works just from the heart without measuring the rewards, for that, 
I had gain lot of respect but not financial freedom. 

One day it was a bad moment when one of my co-workers had passed a 
comment to me that I will be poor forever, even if earn 100 times more than I 
earn currently. Unknowingly my subconscious mind had accepted his words 
and believed strongly, in a result I had worked so hard and I had earned exactly 
100 times more than use earn at that time but I was poor, whatever earn it 
was not enough to meet my daily expenses. I was so desperate because I was 
earning what 90 % of my category was not able to, what is that? Why am I so 
broken always? Why am I not able to save? Why am I not able to spend the extra 
penny on what I want? I started thinking all the time more I think more I get face 
the experience of not having money.  Then I remembered about my colleague 
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who had told me about my current condition 20 years ago.

Who was he? Was he an angel or evil? Why did he say that? And why it is 
happening exactly as he said? All these questions started flashing in my mind, 
but I had no answer, unfortunately. I wished that I could meet him again and 
ask him about it but the last time I saw him it was 20 years ago, no use, what 
should I do now? I asked myself, but I had no answer and my life remains same 
for many years. 

I am sad that I got the answer after wasting a golden time of my life, after a lot of 
suffering. I wish I could have this knowledge at that time, someone could have 
told me about it at that time, I could have got this book at that time which you 
are reading now but I couldn’t.

Actually, this knowledge has been revealed to me just a year ago, when I have 
started reading these kinds books I can say a lot of books. I understood the 
reason behind of my misery and that is the reason no one to blames but I myself. 
I have started changing my thoughts, my belief system about the money. I 
started ignoring all the negative thoughts about my prosperity, I have started 
taking responsibility and each and everything I face in my life and positively 
fight against them and correct them because it is only me there is no doubt no 
confusion, no one to be blamed for it, no excuses. 

I would like to request you, my friends, please remove any negative thought, 
any negative word who had said about you, about your finance, about your 
capacity, about your career, about your dreams, about your destiny.  Because 
it is you who will choose your destiny, because you are extraordinary you are 
immeasurable, you have the power to change the world just you need to believe 
it, feel it. The hard work is only to change your thought that’s it, and then you 
can experience all the results yourself without any doubt. 

Following are few practices which will help you to get positive and use that 
positive energy to attract abandons. I would suggest if you want to see result 
then please remember them by heart, meditate them early morning when over 
and over so your subconscious mind can start believing and start creating the 
same for you.  I would like to congratulate you for this new step of your life, 
which will change your life forever, you will remember this moment forever. 

Good luck. 
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Money Affirmations Set # 1

1. I feel Rich
2. I love money. Money loves me.
3. I attract money now
4. I am very happy & grateful that money comes to me in increasing 

quantities from many sources on a continuous basis
5. I am receiving money now
6. I have more than enough money
7. I am willing, ready and able to receive money
8. I see abundance everywhere
9. I am a money magnet
10. I am grateful for what I already have and for all that I receive now.
11. I have more than what I need
12. Money now comes to me from unexpected sources & I am grateful
13. My income is growing higher and higher
14. I am a rich child of a loving universe
15. I have the power to attract money
16. I receive money happily now
17. Money flows to me easily
18. I am sensible with money and manage it wisely.
19. I allow my income to constantly expand and I always live in comfort and 

joy

Wealth Affirmations Set # 1

1. I welcome all the things money can buy
2. All my bills are paid with wonderful ease
3. I am passionate about building wealth
4. I give thanks that I am now rich, wealthy and happy
5. I have the power to attract wealth
6. I receive money and wealth in unique ways
7. All resistance in me to receive more wealth has dissolved in total grace
8. Wealth and Money come to me easily & effortlessly
9. I create money & wealth, joy & happiness in my life
10. I am increasingly magnetic towards money & wealth
11. All the money I need is already waiting to reach me
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12. I let go of all my fears about money
13. I let go of all my inhibitions about money
14. I spend money without fear
15. There is plenty of wealth in my life
16. Money is an energy and it flows freely through me now
17. All my blockages to receiving money have now dissolved
18. Everything I need to generate wealth is available to me right now

Prosperity Affirmations Set # 1

1. I am prosperous, wealthy and happy.
2. I am easily attracting all the wealth that I desire into my life.
3. Prosperity and abundance comes to me easily and effortlessly
4. It is easy for me to become prosperous.
5. I am worthy to have abundance and prosperity.
6. I am a magnet to prosperity and abundance.
7. All the wealth I have brings me joy.
8. I receive prosperity just by thinking luxuriously.
9. I will always have more than enough wealth and prosperity.
10. I am attracting financial prosperity
11. I am and will always be prosperous
12. I deserve to prosper.
13. I know that the world is prosperous.
14. It is so easy for me to open to prosperity.
15. My net worth is always increasing
16. My wealth is increasing regularly making prosperous.
17. The whole universe is conspiring to make me prosperous
18. I am thankful for the prosperity in my life

Abundance Affirmations Set # 1

1. Abundance is mine.
2. I am living an abundantly happy life.
3. I can see abundance everywhere around me.
4. I absolutely attract abundance.
5. I believe that more abundance is coming to me now.
6. Abundance is within me, abundance is around me.
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7. The Universe wants me to have great abundance.
8. I am easily led to the abundance, I desire.
9. I am deserving of abundance, no matter what.
10. I allow the universe to bless me with great abundance now.
11. My good now flows to me in streams of success, happiness and 

abundance.
12. I am so grateful now that I possess abundance.
13. I deserve to have financial abundance in my life now.
14. Abundance and I are one.
15. I enjoy an abundance of money.
16. I have unlimited abundance.
17. I expect lavish abundance every day in every way.
18. All I have to do is ask for abundance and allow it.

Welcome back after the mental and spiritual exercise. It would work in your life 
more than your expectation you just need to practice it consistently.

Expense management: I will tell you the difference between poor and rich and 
their method of spending money. Poor think that they don’t have money and 
they always count what they have they always limit their finance that they can’t 
buy anything because they don’t have the budget, but rich think the ways to 
make that money  for the purpose they want to spend on. When they think they 
get an idea, their thoughts lead them to actions and the actions bring them that 
money, it is so simple.

Poor buy liability but rich buy asset, what is the liability? It anything on what you 
pay monthly. What is the asset? It is anything which produces a certain amount 
for your monthly or frequently. 

So sit back and think what is your liability and asset, it doesn’t mean that your 
asset should be based on a bigger amount with heavy returns, start from a 
smaller asset so you can reach to bigger, but only prefer to have assets, not 
liabilities. 

1 Tips for shopping: It might be so simple for you what I am going to share but 
trust me it is so important. It took so long me to understand it how this small 
method can support you to save money. I use to go to any hypermarket to buy 
grocery, I am not an over-spender but I noticed that my grocery bill was pretty 
heavy. Whenever I go shopping I have to loosen my pocket and I thought this is 
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the way maybe.
Then someone had shared idea with me that the rates of the products don’t 
remain same all the time, it keeps changing weekly, Bi-weekly or sometime in 
24 hours, depending on the occasions, area, demand, and production etc, and 
the percentage of the variation is pretty good, these products go up by 40% 
today and fall down 60% by next 48 hours, and the products which are 40% 
today can jump to 80% by next 48 hours. So if you buy only those which are in 
low price today and leave the expensive until they fall down and buy them when 
their rate is cheaper. 

This is a very basic idea but it can save lot what I can say that this method has 
reduced my grocery expense by 60% which is a great achievement. Also buying 
different products from different stores helps because of variation in products 
and prices in various groceries stores.  You should have knowledge of the prices 
to decide accordingly. That’s why knowledge is considered as money.  

Making economical choices: As I mentioned that if you are poor today it is 
because of your mind, there is no other reason, the same way your mind is 
present that to spend all the money you have to you to fulfill the belief system 
which you fed to your subconscious mind. Actually, what happen is whenever 
you get any access amount of money with your brain uses the powers to open 
the ways for you to spend that money so you can realize that look I knew that I 
won’t have any access money  with me.  

So, first of all, you have changed this thought that you can have access to money 
always, but having access amount of money don’t mean that your unmeasured 
desires start forcing you to overspend and go for expensive products. This is 
the area where you really need to demonstrate a good example of self-control; 
first of all, you should stop being the victim of other’s judgment about you. You 
must stop caring what other think about you, why you prefer to go and buy 
branded items even if you have to swipe a credit card for it? You would agree 
with me that you are not doing it for you but for others, because they might use 
branded to show off. You know that you can get similar quality or sometimes 
the better quality of any product which will comfort you.  

The prices of branded products go high not because of better quality it is 
because of the amount spent on advertisement, so why you should pay access 
amount for something which doesn’t exist? I have personal experience when I 
have started using branded products because I wanted to maintain my status 
by seeing other, but those products gave me nothing except then the bills 
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of credit cards, then the time has come that to learn more about it I owned 
business where I sell branded items but trust me by knowing them personally 
I have realized that my other local products are far better than them because 
those products have no extra burden of trademark that’s why I prefer to use 
them only.

Above justification is applicable for all the products, it includes your electronic, 
personal wear, your lifestyle, your cars, your household items. Warren Buffett is 
know one of the successful people and riches in on planet earth, he mentioned 
in his interview that he still lives in 3 bedrooms apartment, because he has all 
the facilities in it what he wanted, hence he doesn’t need any other spacious 
house even though he can afford to have any most expensive on planet earth. 
He also mentioned that he use passenger flight if he doesn’t need his own jet. 
So next time please think when you make your choices. That habit will change 
your financial life totally.  

The habit of overspending: Yes your brain uses a good tool to make you feel as 
per your poor belief, and that is the habit of overspending. Think in detail about 
your last transaction was it worth? Did you really need the audio system you 
bought?  Or any electronic, you might have kept in the corner of your house and 
actually didn’t get time to use it. 

Think about the garments you have picked from any store, are you using all 
of them? I can bet you that the answer is no, you don’t even remember all the 
dresses you have. You can go right know to your wardrobe and you will realize 
that you have been using only 30% of that and you are fully unaware of rest 
70%. The same way just go to your kitchen and fridge trust me you will find the 
same.

Reason behind this over spending is lack of mindfulness, which is the great tool 
but very less practiced at this point of time, most of the time we are all engaged 
with the fake world which is communicated to you over phones or tabs, you 
don’t have time to even think properly, whenever you go to visit any shopping 
center without having an aim in your mind, the advertisement take control of 
your engaged mind and make to spend money on unwanted things which you 
don’t need. If you use mindfulness then you will realize that you don’t even need 
that particular thing. Of if you need that you might get at lower price from any 
other place. 
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I am going to share following tips to control your spending habit. 

1. Don’t keep paper access amount of paper money with you. 
2. Avoid complimentary cards for your partners because if there is a 

requirement you can manage in other ways example by paying online for 
them.

3. Available cash in your pocket should be in proper order and you should 
have knowledge that how much you have.  

4. Try to spend your free time in Public Park with your family and friends 
where you won’t spend the rent of any restaurant mall and you won’t 
have an opportunity to spend.

5. If you are alone prefer going to walk  to near public place, listen to music, 
read a book, or the best from all is sit alone and just think, it will change 
your life.  

6. It is so simple to carry a sandwich or homemade snacks while going out, 
it will save your money but more than that it will keep you healthy and 
disciplined. 

7. Don’t waste your time going to the cinema, when you can relax at home 
and watch by using technology, but prefer to avoid watch TV and switch 
to reading or simply thinking alone.  

8. Don’t go for soft drinks and switch to plain water it will give benefits in 
both ways.  

9. Don’t pay for laundry, it is so simple to take care of your own clothes 
while watching a nice movie otherwise, you will simply sit and waste 2 
hours watching that movie. If you iron your clothes while watching, you 
will not only save some money, in fact, you will gain more satisfaction, 
and burn some calories.

10. Stop depending on others to give you company in each and every thing 
start because if you wait for others to do anything, you will waste time 
while waiting for them and get a chance to overspend because gathering. 
I don’t wait for anyone to have food with me or to go outside.  

11. There is no harm selling anything which you don’t want, take photos and 
upload to any online platform where many are looking for and to pay for 
it. 

12. Keep yourself busy it will not allow you to roam around and spend 
unknowingly.  
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Above is just to guide you, when start adapting them then you will explore many 
other ways which will help you to control your expenses. Have you ever notice 
that when you go to the counter of any fast food to make your order, you will 
see a certain price on the menu but actually you pay more and just wonder why 
is that, many of us just keep quiet because of queue behind us and accept the 
access amount to the cashier. They use a very smart technique which increases 
their sale end of the day. They make you feel that they are so busy and ask you 
few following questions upon your chosen meal, like up size?  Cheese?  Garlic? 
Dessert, spicy? Special? The environment they make is to force you to say yes 
on every question, then on billing, they ask you around 20% to 40% access 
amount.  

Now next time if you face this situation, please use mindfulness and stick to 
a specific meal given on their menu, or there is no harm asking them would it 
cost extra? If yes then how much? Keep in mind that you are their customer 
who has right to control them as you want. Don’t feel shy about asking even 
one penny being paid extra, because don’t you know that they don’t shy to 
advertise their product everywhere over the roads, buildings, TV or all other 
possible media by paying lot of money for one product which cost even a penny, 
before going to them just think if they can disturb you will the advertisement of 
a penny’s product then you also have right to stick to penny’s product what 
they advertised. You should use this method for all your transaction.

Considering time as money: So it is you who have the control of your habits, it 
is you who is responsible for your financial condition now. Believe that you are 
not poor, believe that you can change your financial condition, sit and suggest 
yourself few ideas, evaluate those ideas, work on them, give them time and 
make them successful. I am going to share my one of my idea which I have 
used and turned it to a successful idea. You will know that there is no barrier 
expect you, your own mind, your lack of faith in you, your lack of confidence in 
you, you’re bad of habit of finding excuses.

I always drive to work and back home which takes 4 hours a day, and apart 
from that, I work for around 12 hours which altogether makes 16 hours, in this 
condition you can imagine how hard is to manage your life. I decided not to 
waste my travel time by listing radio or music and switched to listing audio 
books, which felt so amazing, I was not able to read even few pages of any book 
due this hectic schedule but using a small idea of listing audio books I have 
completed 50 books in last 1 year, isn’t it amazing?
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Those books had inspired me lot, one of the examples of that inspiration is this 
book I am writing now, as I mentioned earlier that I am uneducated, I have never 
thought to write, once upon a time I was not able to write a letter because I 
always start but didn’t know what to write in it, it shows you that there is big 
achievement. As mentioned earlier you might find my English poor for that I 
apologize but I can say that if you are able to read and understand and get some 
benefit from what I am sharing with you that is my achievement.  

While listing motivational speeches I have inspired and thought to challenge 
myself and make it happen, because many of us just think that this is just 
written in the books or just preached by the authors. I came to know about a 
book call, The Greatest Salesman in the World, written by Og Mandino, before 
reading this book I have been inspired that one can be a great salesman who 
can sell, I started thinking what? When? How?  Should I sell? Because I didn’t 
have money to invest. I sat and started writing many plans but there was no 
master plan which could allow me to earn money from something nothing 
because I wanted to demonstrate a successful idea to myself which needed no 
investment. Finally, I shortlist the best idea and went to a wholesale market and 
proposed them that I can sell their products but I need some samples.

Few of them refused but finally someone agreed and give me few samples, I 
took those samples and went to retailers and shown them by telling the price 
with my margin on it. After facing few refusals I continued visiting other stores 
of retailers, finally there was one who liked the product and gave me very small 
order, Oh my God that was the biggest achievement of my life, first order out of 
nothing, I delivered it successfully and received my first payment, I can’t forget 
the smile on my face, the confidence I got from the first sale was an expensive 
reward for me. 

Then I thought how many orders I can take like this? I must share this idea 
and use others who are seeking overtime jobs same as I wanted.  So I started 
posting add on the internet and calls started coming in, many refused my idea 
but few thought to give a try and gave them samples and guided them what 
customers to target, guess what many of them started getting orders and just 
provide them the material. I felt so good about it when they call to think that I 
am providing a kind of job to them, actually it was nothing like that it was just 
the best idea on what I had faith and implemented it. 
With my hectic schedule I make sure that their entire orders are fulfilled then 
I delegate this responsibility to my wife, she started to coordinate with them 
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allowed me to focus on something else. Now I am becoming a distributor with 
proper and bigger platform, where I don’t need to approach anyone, in fact, 
customers themselves are coming to my stores and I am free to focus on 
further growth. 

If you see in my above-mentioned achievement the important part is to utilize 
the time which was being wasted earlier. So please start from today think how 
much time you are wasting today by giving thousands of excuses to yourself. 
Just think this is one like in this short life you have to achieve everything because 
you have the capacity to do that, just walk up and start it is the matter of just 
making your mind and starting it then there are no boundaries, you will be thing 
one day on this small step you are going to take today, but that step is really 
important. 

No one else is going to come and give you silver spoon to do something it is only 
you who have to do this, start find the way you will find it, start looking for it you 
will see it,  no further excuses, no further tomorrow, no further delays, no further 
good day or good season, it is today, it is just now, right now doesn’t matter 
where you are, what you are, who you are, how you are, what you should know 
and accept is that, you are on right place always, you are great and awesome, 
you are the master of your current moment. This moment is made for you to 
take a start and change it. This moment is to be the best moment of your life 
in which you have taken an important step of your life. This moment is to be an 
example for you; this moment is to be a remembrance for ever. Good luck and 
congratulation to you for this great moment.  
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Chapter 7 (Your professional life)

In case if you are thinking that I will be writing same as many do these days like 
oh no… your work life should be so controlled, don’t give priority to work, but  to 
your family. Also like your company can leave you at any time etc. I am going to 
write totally opposite to it because according to me your work is an important 
part of your life, in other words, I will say that at this time you spend 70% of your 
life in work, it means it is important and it should get priority.  

Why do we work?  Defiantly not because we are willing to, but to earn money, it 
is so simple. At this point of time money is almost everything if you don’t have 
money you cannot take care of your family, you cannot secure them, and you 
won’t achieve their love because their mind will be diverted to seek security 
which they don’t find in you.

Just think and face the reality, if your wife is in the hospital ready to give birth to 
your child, would you be so excited about having a child if you don’t have money 
to pay the hospital bill? The truth is that you will think only about how to pay 
how much to pay, where to borrow, whom to borrow.  So what is important? At 
the same time if your wife is aware of your financial condition, because of that 
she will feel insecurity and lose confidence, which will make the delivery more 
complicated. So this golden moment will become a frightened moment.  

On another hand, if you are working well It means earning well or you are working 
in a higher position that your company covers this expense through insurance, 
then you will enjoy each and every moment, even your wife will deliver with 
confidence and there will be fewer chances for chances of complication. So this 
moment will be a pleasant moment which you will remember forever. So you 
can achieve this if you are successful or financially good and for that, you have 
to be committed to your work whatever you do because that is the only source 
which opens the way of bread and butter for you, gives you happiness.  

If you take easily to your professional life then you will never grow in your career 
which will affect you, your family, your future, yours kids future, and it means it 
is really important part of your life. What I say that you should be the hard and 
smart worker. You must be eager to grow further. If you sacrifice luxuries for 
some time, you will enjoy them forever even you will leave for your kids too. I am 
not just writing this on paper, in fact, I had practiced it.
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I am working for 20 years and I hardly have holidays of 60 days in these 20 
years, because every year I have touched the next step of my success. I am 
being given responsibilities of next position and work hard to prove that. 

I can also give you one more example which is actually reality, if your mother 
or any loved one is hospitalized, and you come to know when you are on 
work, many will borrow money from somewhere which is enough to pay the 
transportation to reach to the hospital and sit next to their loved one, who is 
struggling with his or her health. What will you say to them if you don’t have 
money to pay the bills? Will they get healed?

No, but if you are at your work and earn money you can pay someone to treat 
your loved one in a good hospital, you can encourage them by saying that don’t 
worry everything will be already we can afford good doctors and medicines, and 
then they will get healed psychology.  Because money is security, it is power, 
it is energy just stops lying to yourself and start respecting & receiving it and 
start working & seeking for it, start to make it more and more, start loving it 
then it will love you. If you have it today you can help others, if you don’t have 
you will seek only others help. So you should take seriously to your professional 
life because that is the source of bringing money to your life, that is the source 
which will bring happiness to your life. 

From now onwards stop wasting time and start investing it to generate money 
for you, because there is the limit of your energy which will not be same when you 
grow old, so spend this energy when you have and use your maximum energy 
now so you can rest later. Now it is the time that you can work with full strength, 
don’t care of time, and don’t care about challenges, just go for it. Increase your 
income, grow in your career. You don’t need any recommendation to grow in 
your career, you don’t need to impress anyone, you don’t need to play smart in 
work, what you need is only to give your best with honesty, and believe that you 
will be rewarded if you do well.

This is my personal experience because I really don’t know how to butter my 
boss, how to give fake smile to my colleagues, how to show off. Basically if have 
started my career with digging street, and I have done many jobs as a labor, 
in which actually no one was there see my performance, but I had only one 
faith that reward is not from man, it is from God, and I have not doubted on my 
growth, because of that I have never looked back and grown almost on yearly 
basis.
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So it is you who are holding your growth, because of your negative thoughts 
towards your work, towards your bosses, towards your company just convert all 
those negative thoughts into positive and see your life will change dramatically.  
I liked and enjoyed the time when was digging in streets, I enjoyed and loved 
the time when I was working in poultry farm, I enjoyed each and every moment 
when I had worked as a cleaner, because I made myself very clear that it is my 
present I must love it because it is going to be the past, so it was.

If you start your day by saying oh my God this organization has nothing, 
there is no growth, and you start only thinking to find other good job and stop 
performing well in your current job, even you find other job but you won’t find 
it good as you wanted, then the chain will go on and on until you find yourself 
broke with no growth in career.  

Start your career in any organization from any lower position, but dream sits on 
the highest chair of that organization, I assure you that day will come when you 
will officially sit on it, it is just you who has to change your thoughts and believe 
in yourself. Trust me this is not just on paper, I am an example I am holding 
now one of the higher positions of the organization in which I have started as a 
cleaner, it happened so fast, because of my strong belief.

So I request you to please start respecting your present and start imagining 
your future now, and start working towards it, your growth is just near to it you 
just need few steps to reach to it and enjoy it, it is possible and there is no doubt, 
I wish you good luck for your new spirit. 
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Chapter 8 (Your personal life)

This is the part of life in which I feel I am really weak, I am not good in my 
personal life, it means you can learn more from me because I will be sharing all 
those  things which I supposed to do but I didn’t. What I know that many of you 
are really good in your personal life but I am not, actually I want to give you a 
breakdown and compare myself in those parts along with few funny stories of 
my life where I have failed in my family life.   

Friendship: I wish if I  could get a good friend in my life, because I don’t have 
that’s why I know what does it mean, if you have good friends you are lucky, 
keep your friendship going on give them time, give them importance, because 
they are good source to share your everything.

I feel so alone because I don’t have anyone whom I can share, because I have 
weakness, I am not a social person, if someone calls me I don’t pick their call, I 
don’t meet anyone, I don’t go for outing, and all these things really give me side 
effect and I accept that because I am working on it and I wish I would achieve 
one day to work on my weaknesses.  

Family: You are so lucky to have a family please spend quality time with them 
because I don’t even though I wish to. I know the last Christmas and New Year 
I had celebrated with my family was 30 years ago when I was a child. I feel so 
embarrassed about it. I don’t meet  my close relations, I feel that I don’t have 
time, it is not that I am proud, it is my weakens, I want to get rid of it. Because of 
these habits, I am left alone. So you are lucky to have them, be with them, and 
make them feel that they are part of you. 

I have been working till 6 hours before my marriage and exactly after 6 hours 
of marriage till now, in fact, I have not even one holiday after that, there is not 
honeymoon kind of holidays in my life. In fact, I met my wife  3 months after the 
marriage even when she shifted in my house but due to work we could not see 
each other, she works on weekends and I work when she had a holiday.

I remember that on our engagement day we came from work by 5 PM the 
engagement ceremony was at 6 PM, during the engagement I received call 
from one of my customer, right after the father finished the formality I took my 
fiancé and straight went to the project where I had problem, she was sitting in 
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glittering dress alone in my car for almost 2 hours, but I am thankful to her she 
never complained because she knew that this is the way I am. 

But I would request you to not do such silly acts, just enjoy each and every 
moment, because it won’t come back, capture it well so you can remember it. I 
didn’t get time to have an even photo with wife after the marriage, I remember 
one day we went to meet someone for the business deal and they took our 
photo with our first child and realized that Ohh my God this first photo after our 
marriage when our daughter was around 8 months old. This is a reality, not a 
joke, hence please avoid it.     

Enjoyment: If you are enjoying your life then you are really great because I know 
the value of it as I am so boring person, I am always busy in my own activities, 
I don’t know where, how, when, what, with whom to enjoy. I feel regret that I 
can’t quality time to my kids, I can’t enjoy with them, I don’t socialize, I am not 
into any kind of sport, there is no a single game indoor or outdoor which I can 
play. The time I spend is also not a pleasant because I think so deep about 
many things. So please learn from above and avoid it, just enjoy each and every 
moment, thank you. 

I think I have been so transparent and I gave you my examples, I didn’t hide my 
weakness because I want you to learn from my mistakes and avoid them. But 
I feel that I have achieved many successes in my life and I will achieve in my 
personal life too because we must evaluate ourselves and improve always. No 
one is fully complete who think he is then he is on the wrong path. No one else is 
going to evaluate you it is you only you, hence I would request you to please sit 
back alone write your weakness and start working on it because only this is the 
way to improve them otherwise you are going to be same as you are.

You must accept that it is only you who can do this, you have to change your 
future, it depends on when you do, then why to delay further, why not now, let’s 
start it and achieve it, let’s stop pointing fingers on other,  let’s stop blaming God, 
our family, our countries, our leaders, our government, our circumstances, our 
skin, our past, our weakness, in fact, let’s start taking charge of our life and start 
changing one by one. 

Thank you very much and Good luck.



Adel Aasher

Guess who?          it is you
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